St. GREGORIOS SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2021-22
CLASS – III

SUBJECT - ENGLISH

INSTRUCTIONS

• Colour the cover page neatly and fill the
details.
• Do the holiday homework neatly and
submit it on 15/6/21.
• Kindly note- Holiday homework
will be evaluated.
• Practice cursive handwriting on
regular basis to improve your
handwriting.
SUGGESTED READINGS*Panchatantra Tales
*Short Stories by Ruskin Bond
*Black Beauty by Anna Sewell
*Charlie and the chocolate factory by Roald Dahl

Q1. Choose the correct word to complete the pair:
a) Television is to watch as radio is to
b) Sandwich is to eat as flower is to
pluck)

_
_

c) Doctor is to hospital as postman is to
post office)
d) School is to study as stadium is to
play)

__. (sing / listen)
. (smell /
_

_

_. (bank /
. (dance /

Q2. Arrange these words in the order in which you will find them in
the dictionary.
a) Sail Gale Sand
Ans. _____________________________
b) Knight Close Kite
Ans. _____________________________

c) Tired Tried Terrible
Ans. _____________________________
d) Wake Worry Welcome
Ans. _____________________________

e) Desk Chair Lamp
Ans.

_

_

_

_

Q3. Write the opposites of the following words:
a) Throw -

_

_

b) Cruel - _

_

_

c) Begin -

_

d) White - __
e) Lucky - _

_
_

f) Slow - _______

_
_

__

Q4. Circle the correct spellings:
a) Deer Deers Deeres Deerer
b) Banch Benches Benchs Benche
c) Potatos Potateos Potatoes Potatoas
d) Hair Hairoes Haires Hairies
e) Oxes Oxen Oxies Oxives

Q5. Use a word from the box to replace the underlined word in each
sentence:
difficult

empty

start

tiny

shout

Glad

a) In the library we are not allowed to yell.

Ans.__

_

b) Some insects are very small.

Ans.

_

c) He has left most of the paper blank.
Ans.

_

d) I was too happy to see my dad come early from work.
Ans.

_

e) Learning to tie my shoe laces is very hard.
Ans.

_

f) My elder sister helped me begin my homework.
Ans. _

_

_

Q6. Make a word train of ten words

e.g. (Kangaroo -- owl -- lamp)

Date
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ST. GREGORIOS SCHOOL
Sector-11 Dwarka
Holiday Homework Session (2021-22)
Subject- Mathematics
Class III
1.Activity: Roll a die
4 times.Notethe digitevery time.Then
formlargest and smallest 4-digit number using those digits.
Represent these largest and smallest 4-digit numbers inplace value
chart,showing them in groups of ones, tens, hundreds and thousands.
Also depict different ways of writing numbers.
(Refer the given example and use your own creativity to present your work)

Example:

Use A4 sheets for the activity.

2. Learn tables from 2 to 10.
3. Revise the syllabus covered.

ST.GREGORIOS SCHOOL, DWARKA
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2021-22)
SUB: GENERAL SCIENCE
CLASS III
1. Different living beings have different organs to breathe. Draw
this table on an A-4 size sheet and find out the breathing organ
used in each case.
Name of living being
1. Cow
2. Butterfly
3. Fish
4. Whale
5. Neem tree
6. Snake
7. Bat
8. Ant
9. Lotus plant
10.Peacock

Breathing organ

2. Make a colourful picture of your choice using leaf imprint on an
A-4 size sheet.
3. Read L-1. Revise and learn lesson 2.
---------Stay safe and healthy------

ST. GREGORIOS SCHOOL
Sector- 11 DWARKA
Holiday Homework Session (2021-22)
Subject –Social Studies
Class III

Whether the skies are clear or filled with clouds, there is
beauty in it. Even when the sky is filled with clouds the sun still
shines above.
1. Find out the name of any one famous personalities given below andwrite
three lines about him / her. Also paste his / her picture.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The first Indian to reach Space.
The first Indian woman to reach Space.
The first person in the World to climb theMount Everest.
The first Indian woman to climb the Mount Everest.

2. Collage Making:
Variety of dresses make us look presentable.
The dancers wear beautiful costumes or dresses. Paste any 5 dresses of
different dance forms of India on an A4 size sheet.
3. Revise PT1 Syllabus.
Note: - Do question 1 and 2 in your CW notebook.

